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ENTICE BUDDING ARTISTS TO SCRIBBLE, DOODLE, 

PAINT & SCULPT WITH iHeartArtJR  
 

Bright Stripes Introduces a Full Range of Premium, Perfectly-Proportioned Art 

Supplies For Preschoolers Featuring Caregivers’ Guides and A Rainbow 

Array of Materials For The Youngest Artists 
 

Bloomfield, NJ (September 8, 2022) – Bright Stripes believes there is no right or wrong way to create art. 

With the right tools, the benefits are extraordinary! Art encourages creativity and imaginative thinking, 

two skills that are increasingly linked with long-term professional success. Bright Stripes introduces a full 

range of iHeartArtJR creative kits for preschoolers blessed with chubby little fingers and big ideas! The 

Finger Painting Bundle ($29.99) and Draw N’ Doodle Bundle ($29.99) 

offer a blank canvas to smear, blend, swipe and draw with a beautifully 

packaged array of high-quality supplies. An adorable mini rolling pin, six 

colors of dough and wooden push-in animal shapes await budding artists 

inside the 6 Doughs and Wooden Roller set ($15.99). 

 

Glossy paper allows little fingers to glide and slide on paint for a satisfying 

sensory experience in the Finger Painting Bundle, which includes 4 chunky 

Brushes, 6 rich, super-washable finger paints, and a large format 25 page 

pad. Bright Stripes features a rainbow of 12 stackable finger crayons,12 

jumbo crayons,10 Doodle Markers and a 60-page recycled newsprint 

scribble pad as part of the Draw N’ Doodle Bundle. Tiny artists can sculpt 

zany characters using the push-in shapes included in the 6 Doughs and 

Wooden Roller set, as well as a Caregivers’ Guide with project prompts and 

so much more! 

 

“These iHeartArtJR supplies arrive online and in stores this month,” reports Eric Von Stein, Bright 

Stripes co-founder. “Retailers who previewed this 

line at toy fairs loved the colors, the high-quality 

tools and the possibilities to introduce art to 

children ages five years old and under.”  

 

In addition to offering a wide selection of premium 

quality art supplies at great prices, Bright Stripes 

proudly makes a donation from every iHeartArt 

and iHeartArtJR sale. 5% of its profits go to Art 

Feeds. The international nonprofit supplies art 

lessons, teacher training and art materials to kids in 

need around the world! 

 



Ideal for birthday party giving or early holiday shopping (!), look for all of these supplies at 

https://brightstripes.co/collections/iheartart-jr. Here are three bundles 

in the new line of supplies available for sale on their website: 

 

iHeartArtJR Finger Painting Bundle • $29.99 • Ages 3+ 

Everything a little one needs to start painting! This creative bundle 

includes 6 vivid colors of Super-Washable Finger Paint, 4 easy-to-

hold Chunky Brushes and a 11” x 17” Jumbo Finger Paint Paper Pad 

with 25 glossy pages. Also includes a Caregivers' Guide with project 

prompts to spark creativity. Paint 

till your heart is content on this 

large format, acid-free finger 

paint paper.  

 

iHeartArtJR Draw N’ Doodle 

Bundle • $29.99 • Ages 3+  

Let them draw and scribble their little hearts out before nap time with 

this perfect starter set of high-quality art supplies made just for tots! 

Bundle includes 10 Super Washable Doodle Markers, 12 Jumbo 

Crayons, 12 Finger Crayons and a 9” x 12” Recycled Newsprint 

Scribble Pad with 60 sheets of smooth thick paper. Each non-toxic 

supply features bright rich colors and all perfectly sized for little 

ones!  

  

iHeartArtJR Doughs and Wooden Roller • $15.99 • Ages 3+  

Playing with dough is a classic activity that always brings a smile to kids’ 

faces. This high-quality set features a wooden rolling pin, wooden 

punchouts to make instant animal sculptures and 6 bright colors soft 

dough. The 17- piece set includes a Caregivers' Guide which shows the 

benefits of art play and project ideas to spark little ones’ innate creativity. 

Preschoolers are guided to press the double-sided wooden punchouts with 

animal heads and arms into lumps of dough to create instant sculptures! 

When art is done, dough can be stored in resealable tubs. 
 

Ready to shop? Bright Stripes is offering free shipping on online orders 

over $50. Follow them on Facebook, YouTube and Instagram to discover 

beautiful, innovative products for kids of all stripes! 
 

About Bright Stripes  

Bright Stripes co-founders and partners Sabre Mrkva and Eric von Stein have teamed up with top- quality 

manufacturers to create charming lines of products for kids of all stripes! The partners have decades of 

expertise making playtime bright by developing blockbuster product lines with Alex Toys, Slinky, 

Shrinky Dinks, Scientific Explorer, Nickelodeon, Disney, and Dylan's Candy Bar, among others. They 

excel at transforming inspiration into market-ready, eye-catching product packaged in dynamic, trend-

right graphics. Equally important to the founders is their charity partner, Art Feeds. Art Feeds equips 

schools and children’s organizations in the US and around the globe with resources to create spaces where 

children’s creativity and expression thrive. For more information and to see what’s fresh and new, visit 

their delightfully colorful website at https://www.brightstripes.co/.  

https://brightstripes.co/collections/iheartart-jr

